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How can cross contamination be prevented between different sites sampled by a Mars Rovers?

Current Designs
Mars rovers first started to collect soil samples 
from Mars in January 2004 with Spirit and 
Opportunity. [1] When designing these rovers, 
scientists were mostly focused on getting 
samples from Mars without causing forward 
contamination [2]. The sample collection system 
was consisted of a drill leading to a collection 
chamber which is shown below. The newest 
NASA Mars rover 
now consists of 
witness tubes
which collect a
sample of the 
atmosphere 
surrounding the 
rover.

Sample Retrieval Design
The sample retrieval system was designed to be compatible with the Rover designed by the ASU Sun 
Devil Robotics Club. The initial prototype consisted of:

1. Linear Actuator
2. Outer Casing
3. Collection Chamber
4. Drill
5. Drill Motor
6. Mounting Bracket
7. Vacuum Tubing

Challenges
This project ran into a few difficulties that hindered the completion of the project. The biggest issue 
that was encountered was COVID-19. The system was almost completely manufactured when ASU 
announced that the school would be closing. With the school shutting down, all access to the sample 
retrieval prototype was cut off, preventing any further manufacturing or testing. Another challenge 
that was encountered was the budget. A larger scale prototype was created to cut down on costs and 
parts were 3D printed that would ideally have been manufactured out of metal.

Future Work
Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 this semester, 
limited testing and modifications were able to be 
completed on the sample retrieval system. Had the 
outbreak not occurred, the following work was 
planned:

• Manufacturing a sterilization chamber
• System sterilization testing using Ethylene Oxide 

Gas and/or Hydrogen Peroxide vapor
• Increase maneuverability of arm

Both Ethylene Oxide gas and Hydrogen Peroxide 
vapor are currently used to sterilize medical 
equipment since they have been found to remove 
almost all microbacteria found on a surface. [2][3] 
General processes for these chemicals require a 
sterilization chamber to be used, which mandate 
that the sample retrieval system be removable. 
Further research could go into different sanitizing 
chemicals that could be used without a sterilization 
chamber. 
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Problem Background
Mars has been a subject of interest to many 
people and the subject of many experiments 
through rovers. With every experiment scientist 
and engineerings are focused on preventing 
contaminates from interfering with the study of 
the planet. 
While we have developed many systems for how 
humans can take samples without causing cross 
contaminating of a sample, those same 
procedures are not always compatible with mars 
rovers. This research investigates the current 
designs of sample retrieval systems, with an aim 
to develop an improved system that uses 
sterilization between caching separate samples. 

Fig 1. Curiosity sample collection system

Fig 2. Sun Devil Robotics Rover

Fig 3. Exploded view drilling 
system

Fig 4. Sample Retrieval System
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